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Egyptian Magic - Sir Ernest Alfred Thompson Wallis Budge 1901
Egyptian magic dates from the time when the predynastic and
prehistoric dwellers in Egypt believed that the earth, and the
underworld, and the air, and the sky were peopled with countless beings,
visible and invisible, which were held to be friendly or unfriendly to man
according as the operations of nature, which they were supposed to
direct, were favourable or unfavourable to him. In -nature and attributes
these beings were thought by primitive man to closely resemble himself
and to possess all human passions, and emotions, and weaknesses, and
defects; and the chief object of magic was to give man the pre-eminence
over such beings. The favour of the beings who were placable and
friendly to man might be obtained by means of gifts and offerings, but
the cessation of hostilities on the part of those that were implacable and
unfriendly could only be obtained by wheedling, and cajolery, and
flattery, or by making use of an amulet, or secret name, or magical
formula, or figure, or picture which had the effect of bringing to the aid
of the mortal who possessed it the power of a being that was mightier
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than the foe who threatened to do evil to him. The magic of most early
nations aimed at causing the transference of power from a supernatural
being to man, whereby he was to be enabled to obtain superhuman
results and to become for a time as mighty as the original possessor of
the power; but the object of Egyptian magic was to endow man with the
means of compelling both friendly and hostile powers, nay, at a later
time, even God Himself, to do what he wished, whether the were willing
or not. The belief in magic, the word being used in its best sense, is older
in Egypt than the belief in God, and it is certain that a very large number
of the Egyptian religious ceremonies, which were performed in later
times as an integral part of a highly spiritual worship, had their origin in
superstitious customs which date from a period when God, under any
name or in any form, was unconceived in the minds of the Egyptians.
Indeed it is probable that even the use of the sign which represents an
axe, and which stands the hieroglyphic character both for God and "god,"
indicates that this weapon and. tool was employed in the performance of
some ceremony connected with religious magic in prehistoric, or at any
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rate in predynastic times, when it in some mysterious way symbolized
the presence of a supreme Power. But be this as it may, it is quite certain
that magic and religion developed and flourished side by side in Egypt
throughout all periods of her history, and that any investigation which we
may make of the one necessarily includes an examination of the other.
Merlin's Book of Magick and Enchantment - Nevill Drury 2001-05
Here is my gift to you--a secret book of wondrous power and spells of
enchantment. Here are the elements of earth, water, fire, air, and spirit-and the magickal symbols of the circle, sword, wand, disc and cup. Here
are the secret formulae for calling the spirits, ensnaring your lover,
attracting good fortune and predicting what will come to pass.
Tales of Witchcraft and Wonder - Claude Lecouteux 2021-09-28
• Offers commentary for each story, revealing its historical context,
cultural and esoteric associations, and hidden pagan beliefs • Explores
how the tales transformed over the ages and their origins in Classical
Antiquity, the Middle East, and India • Includes stories never-beforetranslated from their original Latin and many purposely left in obscurity
due to scandalous depictions of popes and other notables The Middle
Ages witnessed the blossoming of oral traditions whose echoes can still
be found in many legends, fables, and tales today. In this collection of
medieval tales of witchcraft, wonder, and the supernatural, Claude and
Corinne Lecouteux explain how many of these stories arose in Classical
Antiquity while some made their way into Dark Ages Europe from the
Middle East and India. Offering commentary for each tale, the authors
place them in historical context and analyze their cultural and esoteric
associations. They include stories never- before-translated from their
original Latin or demotic versions and show how, unlike the well-known
fairy tales made popular by the Brothers Grimm, many stories were
purposely left in obscurity because they presented scandalous depictions
of popes and other notables. Additionally, for many of the tales, the
authors scrupulously peel back the Christian veneer to show how the
stories were instrumental in assuring the survival of age-old pagan
beliefs across the centuries. These beliefs are explored through tales of
animals with magical powers and the ability to converse with humans,
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including the tale of the Grateful Lion made famous through Aesop’s
fables; stories of individuals with supernatural or otherworldly powers,
like the Venomous Maiden who poisons all men who have relations with
her; legends of miracles and wondrous things that violate the laws of
nature, such as people returning from the dead to help a descendant;
and stories of witchcraft, magic, and demonic apparitions, including the
pope who was a disguised demon. The authors also explore tales of
supernatural spouses and illicit love affairs, wisdom teachings and
parables of fools, and heroic legends.
THE MAGIC - Rhonda Byrne 2012-03-06
A Simon & Schuster eBook. Simon & Schuster has a great book for every
reader.
Dictionary of the British English Spelling System - Greg Brooks
2015-03-30
This book will tell all you need to know about British English spelling. It's
a reference work intended for anyone interested in the English language,
especially those who teach it, whatever the age or mother tongue of their
students. It will be particularly useful to those wishing to produce welldesigned materials for teaching initial literacy via phonics, for teaching
English as a foreign or second language, and for teacher training.
English spelling is notoriously complicated and difficult to learn; it is
correctly described as much less regular and predictable than any other
alphabetic orthography. However, there is more regularity in the English
spelling system than is generally appreciated. This book provides, for the
first time, a thorough account of the whole complex system. It does so by
describing how phonemes relate to graphemes and vice versa. It enables
searches for particular words, so that one can easily find, not the
meanings or pronunciations of words, but the other words with which
those with unusual phoneme-grapheme/grapheme-phoneme
correspondences keep company. Other unique features of this book
include teacher-friendly lists of correspondences and various regularities
not described by previous authorities, for example the strong tendency
for the letter-name vowel phonemes (the names of the letters ) to be
spelt with those single letters in non-final syllables.
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The Young Wizard's Hexopedia - Anthemion Buckram 2015-04-03
The Hexopedia is a one-of-a-kind story of magic words-what they're made
of, where they came from, where they can take you, and how they
interact with the world and with each other. It is a whimsical training
manual on speaking, writing, and listening magically. It is a treasure
chest of hands-on techniques to access the full wisdom and power for
beginning things, attracting things, protecting things, and bestowing
things. It reveals how to assemble, paint, and manipulate words, even
invisible words. It teaches how to become fluent in the language, or
rather languages, of spellcraft, and how to interact on a magical level
with the elements, the animals, and the trees. It is meant to enlighten its
young readers and inspire them to create pure wonder and awe
whenever they speak. Sources range from the hierophants of ancient
Egypt; to the high priests, medicine men, sorcerers, and alchemists of
the Middle Ages; to the necromancers and wizards of legend and fairy
tale; to the workers of wonders and miracles throughout history. The
Hexopedia showcases those powerful words and spells that give shape
and form to ungraspable feats. The Hexopedia was inspired by the fact
that the shop windows of Universal Studios' Wizarding World of Harry
Potter (Los Angeles and Orlando) display genuine-looking tomes of magic
but don't offer them for sale. The Hexopedia looks, feels, and reads like
an authentic artifact of wizardry, appealing to young fans of Harry
Potter, Oz, Lord of the Rings, and other sword-and-sorcery books, films,
and video games. Magic words are naturally as old as conjuring itself,
echoes of the rhythm and vibration of creative power. A great many of
these words have stood the test of time, passed on from master to
apprentice, generation through generation. These ancient, musical,
poetic incantations have a profound-but not necessarily unfathomablemystique. For example, there is profound meaning in the clichéd image
of a magician pulling a rabbit out of an empty hat with the word
abracadabra. The magician is speaking an ancient Hebrew phrase that
means "I will create with words." He is making something out of nothing,
echoing that famous line from Genesis: "Let there be light, and there was
light," only in this case the light is a white rabbit and perhaps a flash of
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fire. The magic word, whether it be abracadabra or another of the
magician's choosing, resonates with us because there is an instinctive
understanding that words are powerful, creative forces. Unlike with so
many magic books on the market, parents need not fear any nefarious
intent or ideological subtext; The Hexopedia promotes a deliberately
positive, universal message about empowering one's communication
skills for beneficial results. This is not an indoctrination into any system
of belief or religious practice; rather, the book encourages readers'
imaginations as it slyly teaches ways to choose words carefully. The book
offers text and diagrams that seem mysterious and occult yet are
constructive and purposively devoid of religious overtones of any kind.
The Hexopedia is expressly designed to foster treasured youthful
experiences, inspiring a love of literacy and learning as it promotes
intellectual growth through enchantment and entertainment.
Magic Book of Spells - Alexis Morrigan 2011-07-29
This book contains casting instructions for over a hundred magic spells.
It is intended for use by practitioners of Wicca, general witchcraft, or
candle magic. In the Magic Book of Spells by Alexis Morrigan you will
find: Enchantments and rituals to create a magic wand for use in spell
work and other rituals. Blessing spells to consecrate your books, pens, or
quills, and energy spells to energize crystals. Protection spells include
chants to ward off worries, charms for yourself or your child, and spells
to protect your animals. You can banish black magic from your home or
person, cleanse your space, break hexes cast against you or your loved
ones, and break bad habits. Energy spells can increase your personal
energy, create a fiery passion in your love life, heal rifts between you and
your lover or give you help in conceiving a child. Use powerful spells to
create strong oil for your candle dressings, increase your abilities in
certain skills, and imbue yourself or an object with luck. Fortune spells
include drawing a specific amount of money to you, creating charms for
unexpected funds, or blessing your entire home with increased wealth
which you can use to create a better environment for your family. Love
spells include spells to enhance relationships and spells for those who
are seeking their soul mate. Also included are chapters on candle color
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correspondence, auspicious days of the week, and phases of the Moon.
 חרבא דמשה- Moses Gaster 1896
The Green Witch’s Guide - Annabel Margaret 2022-12-27
A perfect entry point for anyone interested in green magick, this all-inone guide explains everything readers need to know before beginning
their own nature-inspired practice. Author Annabel Margaret runs the
popular YouTube channel, The Green Witch, where she teaches everyday
tools and techniques for leading a more magickal life. In this must-have
handbook, she’ll lead readers from embracing intent and intuition to
creating and casting spells, all utilizing easy-to-find items and simple
methods. Ward the home with protective herbs; bake love, abundance or
luck into tasty treats; create purpose-infused spell bags or craft soothing
salves, energizing sprays and cleansing infusions. With clear instruction,
straightforward information on foundational principles and tons of witchy
wisdom, the magickal opportunities are endless.
The banned book of sorcery, spells, magic and witchcraft Maximillien De Lafayette 2015-09
Mega edition of two volumes in one. Also available in two separate
volumes. Published by Times Square Press, New York. The banned book
of sorcery, spells, magic and witchcraft: Sihr, Djinn. Afarit and how to
summon them. Step-by-step instructions for learning, speaking and
writing their language and commanding them. Previously published in
1965 under the title: ENCYCLOPEDIA OF SIHR, DJINNS AND AFARIT.
This is a heavy-duty book on Sihr (Magic, Witchcraft, Sorcery), Djinns,
Afarit, Kitabaat (Magical writings), and Talasem (Talismans). As a
practitioner of Magic (Sihr), you will have the rare and unprecedented
opportunity to polish and perfect your practice. As a novice and a
researcher, you will learn quite a lot about all these subjects which were
never before discussed and explained in any other language than in
Arabic.
Grimoires - Owen Davies 2010-09-23
What is a grimoire? The word has a familiar ring to many people,
particularly as a consequence of such popular television dramas as Buffy
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the Vampire Slayer and Charmed. But few people are sure exactly what
it means. Put simply, grimoires are books of spells that were first
recorded in the Ancient Middle East and which have developed and
spread across much of the Western Hemisphere and beyond over the
ensuing millennia. At their most benign, they contain charms and
remedies for natural and supernatural ailments and advice on contacting
spirits to help find treasures and protect from evil. But at their most
sinister they provide instructions on how to manipulate people for
corrupt purposes and, worst of all, to call up and make a pact with the
Devil. Both types have proven remarkably resilient and adaptable and
retain much of their relevance and fascination to this day. But the
grimoire represents much more than just magic. To understand the
history of grimoires is to understand the spread of Christianity, the
development of early science, the cultural influence of the print
revolution, the growth of literacy, the impact of colonialism, and the
expansion of western cultures across the oceans. As this book richly
demonstrates, the history of grimoires illuminates many of the most
important developments in European history over the last two thousand
years.
The Book of Dog Magic - Sophia 2016-06-08
Enter the realm of dog magic, where you'll develop incredible
relationships with your canine friends that allow you to know what your
dogs are thinking, see through their eyes, heal physically and
emotionally through your spiritual bond with them, and more. Filled with
stories, spells, charms, and exercises, The Book of Dog Magic shows you
how to understand your pets on a deep, even psychic, level. Join authors
Sophia and Denny Sargent as they explore the history, mythology, and
cultural impact of canines. Discover magical techniques to teach
obedience, invoke your dog totem, and connect with a dog in the
afterlife. You and your furry friends will love this comprehensive, easy-touse guide.
The world's most powerful magic spells and writings:Esoteric techniques
to create success and wealth and neutralize your enemies - Maximillien
de lafayette 2018-09-29
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10th Edition. THE WORLD'S MOST POWERFUL MAGIC SPELLS AND
WRITINGS: Esoteric techniques to create success and wealth and
neutralize your enemies.A publication of TIMES SQUARE PRESS®. New
York.●Magical writing for preserving good health.● Magical writing to
triumph.● Magical writing to defeat your enemies.● Magical writing to
stop black magic against you.●Magical writing to remove barriers/blocks
which halt your success.● Magical writing to free a prisoner.● Magical
writing to heal a person hit by black magic and curses.●Magical square
for protection against the "Evil Eye", bad spirits, and envious/vicious
people.●Talisman against fear and a bullying boss.●Magical writing
against hate.●Magical writing against powerful people who could be a
threat to you.●Magical writing to influence others' decisions.●Magical
writing to bring wealth.
The Witches' Ointment - Thomas Hatsis 2015-08-17
An exploration of the historical origins of the “witches’ ointment” and
medieval hallucinogenic drug practices based on the earliest sources •
Details how early modern theologians demonized psychedelic folk magic
into “witches’ ointments” • Shares dozens of psychoactive formulas and
recipes gleaned from rare manuscripts from university collections all
over the world as well as the practices and magical incantations
necessary for their preparation • Examines the practices of medieval
witches like Matteuccia di Francisco, who used hallucinogenic drugs in
her love potions and herbal preparations In the medieval period
preparations with hallucinogenic herbs were part of the practice of
veneficium, or poison magic. This collection of magical arts used poisons,
herbs, and rituals to bewitch, heal, prophesy, infect, and murder. In the
form of psyche-magical ointments, poison magic could trigger powerful
hallucinations and surrealistic dreams that enabled direct experience of
the Divine. Smeared on the skin, these entheogenic ointments were said
to enable witches to commune with various local goddesses, bastardized
by the Church as trips to the Sabbat--clandestine meetings with Satan to
learn magic and participate in demonic orgies. Examining trial records
and the pharmacopoeia of witches, alchemists, folk healers, and heretics
of the 15th century, Thomas Hatsis details how a range of ideas from folk
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drugs to ecclesiastical fears over medicine women merged to form the
classical “witch” stereotype and what history has called the “witches’
ointment.” He shares dozens of psychoactive formulas and recipes
gleaned from rare manuscripts from university collections from all over
the world as well as the practices and magical incantations necessary for
their preparation. He explores the connections between witches’
ointments and spells for shape shifting, spirit travel, and bewitching
magic. He examines the practices of some Renaissance magicians, who
inhaled powerful drugs to communicate with spirits, and of Italian folkwitches, such as Matteuccia di Francisco, who used hallucinogenic drugs
in her love potions and herbal preparations, and Finicella, who used drug
ointments to imagine herself transformed into a cat. Exploring the untold
history of the witches’ ointment and medieval hallucinogen use, Hatsis
reveals how the Church transformed folk drug practices, specifically
entheogenic ones, into satanic experiences.
The Greek Magical Papyri in Translation, Including the Demotic
Spells - Hans Dieter Betz 1986
King Solomon the Magus - Claude Lecouteux 2022-09-27
• Explores the schools of Solomonic magic around the world and works
such as The Greater and Lesser Keys of Solomon the King and The
Hygromancy of Solomon • Examines Solomon’s magical possessions,
including his famous ring that gave him command over animals, weather,
demons, genies, and djinns, as well as his amulets, remedies, exorcisms,
and charms • Looks at the extensive presence of Solomon in folklore
around the world, including in Armenia, Malaysia, Russia, Bulgaria,
Morocco, India, and Egypt Looking at the Solomonic magical tradition
and Solomon’s profound influence on esoteric traditions around the
world, Claude Lecouteux reveals King Solomon not only as one of the
great kings of prehistory but also as the ancient world’s foremost
magician and magus. Examining the primary sources on Solomon, such
as the Bible, the Koran, and the writings of Flavius Josephus, the author
explores Solomon’s judgments, his explorations, his literary and scientific
works (including an herbal), and his constructions beyond the
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eponymous temple, such as the copper city in Andalus built by the djinns
and the baths of Sulayman. He also looks at Solomon’s magical
possessions, such as his famous ring and the Philosopher’s Stone. The
author examines the supernatural powers granted to Solomon by his
ring, which he received from the angel Gabriel, including command over
animals, weather, and demons, and explores in detail Solomon’s power
over genies and djinns. Following the esoteric threads hidden within the
primary sources on Solomon, Lecouteux reveals the work of Solomon the
Magician, exploring his amulets, remedies, exorcisms, charms, and his
influence on Arab and Western magic. Providing illustrations of sigils,
talismans, and other magic symbols related to Solomon, the author
examines the schools of Solomonic Folkloremagic and works such as The
Greater and Lesser Keys of Solomon the King and The Hygromancy of
Solomon. He then looks at the extensive presence of Solomon in folklore
worldwide, including in Armenia, Israel, Malaysia, Eastern Europe,
Russia, Morocco, India, Mongolia, and among the Abyssinians of Ethiopia
and the Copts in Egypt. He also looks at Solomon’s role within the
Bulgarian tradition from which the Cathars derived. Painting an in-depth
portrait of Solomon the Magician-King, Lecouteux reveals how this
legendary magus left a deep impression upon the occult, magical
traditions, and philosophies of the ancient world that can still be felt to
this day.
The Greenhaven Encyclopedia of Witchcraft - Patricia D. Netzley
2002
This A-Z encyclopedia provides historical and biographical information
related to the practice of witchcraft and the persecution of witches from
ancient to modern times, as well as insights into how witches developed
the religion of Wicca.
Dictionary of Untranslatables - Barbara Cassin 2014-02-09
Characters in some languages, particularly Hebrew and Arabic, may not
display properly due to device limitations. Transliterations of terms
appear before the representations in foreign characters. This is an
encyclopedic dictionary of close to 400 important philosophical, literary,
and political terms and concepts that defy easy—or any—translation from
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one language and culture to another. Drawn from more than a dozen
languages, terms such as Dasein (German), pravda (Russian), saudade
(Portuguese), and stato (Italian) are thoroughly examined in all their
cross-linguistic and cross-cultural complexities. Spanning the classical,
medieval, early modern, modern, and contemporary periods, these are
terms that influence thinking across the humanities. The entries, written
by more than 150 distinguished scholars, describe the origins and
meanings of each term, the history and context of its usage, its
translations into other languages, and its use in notable texts. The
dictionary also includes essays on the special characteristics of particular
languages--English, French, German, Greek, Italian, Portuguese,
Russian, and Spanish. Originally published in French, this one-of-a-kind
reference work is now available in English for the first time, with new
contributions from Judith Butler, Daniel Heller-Roazen, Ben Kafka, Kevin
McLaughlin, Kenneth Reinhard, Stella Sandford, Gayatri Chakravorty
Spivak, Jane Tylus, Anthony Vidler, Susan Wolfson, Robert J. C. Young,
and many more.The result is an invaluable reference for students,
scholars, and general readers interested in the multilingual lives of some
of our most influential words and ideas. Covers close to 400 important
philosophical, literary, and political terms that defy easy translation
between languages and cultures Includes terms from more than a dozen
languages Entries written by more than 150 distinguished thinkers
Available in English for the first time, with new contributions by Judith
Butler, Daniel Heller-Roazen, Ben Kafka, Kevin McLaughlin, Kenneth
Reinhard, Stella Sandford, Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, Jane Tylus,
Anthony Vidler, Susan Wolfson, Robert J. C. Young, and many more
Contains extensive cross-references and bibliographies An invaluable
resource for students and scholars across the humanities
The Tradition of Household Spirits - Claude Lecouteux 2013-07-21
Examines how the ancient customs of constructing and keeping a house
formed a sacred bond between homes and their inhabitants • Shares
many tales of house spirits, from cajoling the local land spirit into
becoming one’s house spirit to the good and bad luck bestowed by
mischievous house elves • Explains the meaning behind door and window
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placement, house orientation, horsehead gables, the fireplace or hearth,
and the threshold • Reveals the charms, chants, prayers, and building
practices used by our ancestors to bestow happiness and prosperity upon
their homes and their occupants Why do we hang horseshoes for good
luck or place wreaths on our doors? Why does the groom carry his new
bride over the threshold? These customs represent the last vestiges from
a long, rich history of honoring the spirits of our homes. They show that a
house is more than a building: it is a living being with a body and soul.
Examining the extensive traditions surrounding houses from medieval
times to the present, Claude Lecouteux reveals that, before we entered
the current era of frequent moves and modular housing, moving largely
from the countryside into cities, humanity had an extremely sacred
relationship with their homes and all the spirits who lived there
alongside them--from the spirit of the house itself to the mischievous
elves, fairies, and imps who visited, invited or not. He shows how every
aspect of constructing and keeping a house involved rites, ceremony,
customs, and taboos to appease the spirits, including the choice of a
building lot and the very materials with which it was built. Uncovering
the lost meaning behind door and window placement, the hearth, and the
threshold, Lecouteux shares many tales of house spirits, from the
offerings used to cajole the local land spirit into becoming the domestic
house spirit to the good and bad luck bestowed upon those who seek the
help of the “Little Money Man.” He draws on studies and classic
literature from old Europe--from Celtic lands and Scandinavia to France
and Germany to the far eastern borders of Europe and into Russia--to
explain the pagan roots behind many of these traditions. Revealing our
ancestors’ charms, prayers, and practices to bestow happiness and
prosperity upon their homes, Lecouteux shows that we can invite the
spirits back into our houses, old or new, and restore the sacred bond
between home and inhabitant.
The Book of Grimoires - Claude Lecouteux 2013-12-01
An extensive study of ancient books of magic and the magical practices
preserved in the few surviving grimoires • Includes spells, talisman
formulations, and secret magical alphabets reproduced from the author’s
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private collection of grimoires, with instructions for their use • Explains
the basic principles of medieval magic, including the doctrine of names
and the laws of sympathy and contagion • Offers an overview of magic in
the Western Mystery tradition Grimoires began simply as quickreference “grammar books” for sorcerers, magicians, and priests before
evolving into comprehensive guides to magic, complete with spell-casting
rituals, magical alphabets, and instructions to create amulets and
talismans. With the advent of the printing press, some grimoires were
mass produced, but many of the abbreviations were misinterpreted and
magical words misspelled, rendering them ineffective. The most powerful
grimoires remained not only secret but also heavily encoded, making
them accessible only to the highest initiates of the magical traditions.
Drawing on his own private collection of grimoires and magical
manuscripts as well as his privileged access to the rare book archives of
major European universities, Claude Lecouteux offers an extensive study
of ancient books of magic and the ways the knowledge within them was
kept secret for centuries through symbols, codes, secret alphabets, and
Kabbalistic words. Touching on both white and black magical practices,
he explains the basic principles of medieval magic, including the doctrine
of names and signatures, mastery of the power of images, and the laws of
sympathy and contagion. He gives an overview of magic in the Western
Mystery tradition, emphasizing both lesser-known magicians such as
Trithemus and Peter of Apono and famous ones like Albertus Magnus and
Hermes Trismegistus. Creating a universal grimoire, Lecouteux provides
exact reproductions of secret magical alphabets, symbols, and glyphs
with instructions for their use as well as an illustrated collection of
annotated spells, rituals, and talismans for numerous applications
including amorous magic, healing magic, and protection rites. The author
also examines the folk magic that resulted when the high magic of the
medieval grimoires melded with the preexisting pagan magic of ancient
Europe.
Eragon - Christopher Paolini 2013
In Alagaèesia, a fifteen-year-old boy of unknown lineage called Eragon
finds a mysterious stone that weaves his life into an intricate tapestry of
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destiny, magic, and power, peopled with dragons, elves, and monsters.
Ancient Magic - Attilio Mastrocinque 2020-08-07
An international team of scholars from different academic disciplines
address some of the most important issues, texts, and objects in the
study of ancient magic. The volume is divided into three primary
sections. The first part offers new approaches to some of the major
theoretical and methodological questions in the study of ancient magic.
Most importantly, the authors offer a defense of the term "magic" as a
scholarly rubric in the study of antiquity. The contributors to the second
part provide novel interpretations of some of the most significant
defixiones, amulets, recipes and rituals from the ancient world. The
essays also engage with questions of gender, materiality, visuality, and
scribal practice. The final section examines the transmission of magical
practice, both in antiquity and in later periods. Accordingly, the chapters
in this final section allow scholars to approach the study of magic over
the longue duree. By placing into dialogue the interests, concerns, and
methods of scholars from diverse academic fields, this volume provides
an interdisciplinary perspective to the study of premodern magic.
Traditional Magic Spells for Protection and Healing - Claude Lecouteux
2017-11-07
An in-depth collection of ancient spells and magic practices drawn from
rare and newly discovered texts • Presents more than 600 magical
prescriptions for healing and protection from both pagan and Christian
sources • Examines the practice of diagnosing illness through magic and
explores ancient beliefs about curses and other evil spells and about
devils, demons, and ghosts • Includes spells from the heavily guarded
gypsy tradition of magic and healing, drawn from newly discovered
materials Since the beginning of history, people have sought remedies
for the many ills that have beset them, from illnesses afflicting the body
to threats posed by evil and hostile individuals. In many folk healing and
pagan traditions, it was believed that one must gain the assistance of the
guardian spirit of a healing plant or substance through prayers or
offerings before its chemical properties would be effective. The Church
decried these spells and practices as pagan superstition but did not seek
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to exterminate these beliefs, instead transferring the responsibility for
their healing powers to the apostles and saints. Drawing on his extensive
knowledge of ancient texts, Claude Lecouteux presents more than 600
magical prescriptions from both pagan and Christian sources from the
last 2,000 years, covering everything from abscesses and shingles to
curses and healing animals. He examines the practice of diagnosing
illness through magic and looks at the origins of disease according to the
evolving beliefs of magic practitioners over the centuries. He explores
ancient beliefs about curses and about devils, demons, and ghosts and
provides an in-depth look at protection magic, including protection of
health, animals, and cultivated land, protection against curses,
witchcraft, bad weather, and beasts, protection of a home, and
protection while traveling. He includes spells from the heavily guarded
gypsy tradition of magic and healing, drawn from newly discovered
materials collected by two Romanian ethnologists who lived and traveled
with gypsies in Transylvania in the mid-19th century. The author also
reproduces rare texts on magic healing from the 14th and 15th
centuries. Revealing the vitality of these practices in the remoter areas of
Eastern Europe, Lecouteux shows how the influence of this pagan
worldview is still detectable in the work of modern folk healers in France
and Scandinavia. He also shows how the condemnation of unorthodox
methods of healing has not vanished from the contemporary world: the
medieval legislation against healing by wizards and bonesetters is
echoed in modern health codes that challenge the authority of
naturopaths and faith healers.
Word Magic: The Powers and Occult Definitions of Words (Second
Edition) - Pao Chang 2019-10-04
Is there more to words than meets the eye? Let us tumble down the
rabbit hole to explore the world of magic, words, and legalese, and I will
show you proof that there is more to words than meets the eye. This
magical journey will teach you how words can be used to empower or
disempower you. Once you learn how powerful words are and know how
to wisely apply them to your life, you can effectively use them to exercise
your rights, manifest your desires, overcome your fears, achieve spiritual
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freedom, and motivate kings and governments to bow to you with awe
and reverence. What Is Word Magic? Word magic is "the art of using
sacred sounds and symbols, and hidden forces to direct and control
energy to produce certain desired effects or marvels." All words have
magic properties. However, certain words have more magic properties
for the reason that they carry more energy and intention. This is why
during magic rituals certain words are used more than others. Because
word magic uses sacred sounds and symbols, and hidden forces to direct
and control energy, it is one of the most effective tools for achieving
desires, programming the mind, or changing reality. Its magic power to
reprogram the mind, causing reality to change is one of the reasons that
it is heavily used by corporations, such as religious institutions, banks,
courts, and governments. Some of the word magic techniques that are
used by corporations are shockingly revealed in this enlightening book.
The empowering knowledge in Word Magic: The Powers and Occult
Definitions of Words has the potential to unlock many doors of your
mind, allowing you to explore a hidden world where you can use words to
shape matter, control your destiny, and reprogram your mind. This
enlightening book is not your average book because it explores magic
and the power of words to the core of reality. By reading and exploring
this empowering book, you will know how powerful words are;
furthermore, you will know why using words wisely is important for
achieving success and freedom, and restoring your kingdom of God.
Dictionary of Ancient Magic Words and Spells - Claude Lecouteux
2015-10-15
A comprehensive handbook of more than 1,000 magical words, phrases,
symbols, and secret alphabets • Explains the origins, derivatives, and
practical usage of each word, phrase, and spell as well as how they can
be combined for custom spells • Based on the magical traditions of
Europe, Greece, and Egypt and recently discovered one-of-a-kind
grimoires from Scandinavia, France, and Germany • Includes an in-depth
exploration of secret magical alphabets, including those based on
Hebrew letters, Kabbalistic symbols, astrological signs, and runes From
Abracadabra to the now famous spells of the Harry Potter series, magic
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words are no longer confined to the practices of pagans, alchemists,
witches, and occultists. They have become part of the popular
imagination of the Western world. Passed down from ancient Babylon,
Egypt, and Greece, these words and the rituals surrounding them have
survived through the millennia because they work. And as scholar Claude
Lecouteux reveals, often the more impenetrable they seem, the more
effective they are. Analyzing more than 7,000 spells from the magical
traditions of Europe as well as the magical papyri of the Greeks and
recently discovered one-of-a-kind grimoires from Scandinavia, France,
and Germany, Lecouteux has compiled a comprehensive dictionary of
ancient magic words, phrases, and spells along with an in-depth
exploration--the first in English--of secret magical alphabets, including
those based on Hebrew letters, Kabbalistic symbols, astrological signs,
and runes. Drawing upon thousands of medieval accounts and famous
manuscripts such as the Heptameron of Peter Abano, the author
examines the origins of each word or spell, offering detailed instructions
on their successful use, whether for protection, love, wealth, or healing.
He charts their evolution and derivations through the centuries, showing,
for example, how spells that were once intended to put out fires evolved
to protect people from witchcraft. He reveals the inherent versatility of
magic words and how each sorcerer or witch had a set of stock phrases
they would combine to build a custom spell for the magical need at hand.
Presenting a wealth of material on magical words, signs, and charms,
both common and obscure, Lecouteux also explores the magical words
and spells of ancient Scandinavia, the Hispano-Arabic magic of Spain
before the Reconquista, the traditions passed down from ancient Egypt,
and those that have stayed in use until the present day.
Witchcraft, Demonology and Magic - Marina Montesano 2020-05-20
Witchcraft and magic are topics of enduring interest for many reasons.
The main one lies in their extraordinary interdisciplinarity:
anthropologists, folklorists, historians, and more have contributed to
build a body of work of extreme variety and consistence. Of course, this
also means that the subjects themselves are not easy to assess. In a very
general way, we can define witchcraft as a supernatural means to cause
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harm, death, or misfortune, while magic also belongs to the field of
supernatural, or at least esoteric knowledge, but can be used to less
dangerous effects (e.g., divination and astrology). In Western civilization,
however, the witch hunt has set a very peculiar perspective in which
diabolical witchcraft, the invention of the Sabbat, the persecution of
many thousands of (mostly) female and (sometimes) male presumed
witches gave way to a phenomenon that is fundamentally different from
traditional witchcraft. This Special Issue of Religions dedicated to
Witchcraft, Demonology, and Magic features nine articles that deal with
four different regions of Europe (England, Germany, Hungary, and Italy)
between Late Medieval and Modern times in different contexts and social
milieus. Far from pretending to offer a complete picture, they focus on
some topics that are central to the research in those fields and fit well in
the current “cumulative concept of Western witchcraft” that rules out all
mono-causality theories, investigating a plurality of causes.
The Secret History of Poltergeists and Haunted Houses - Claude
Lecouteux 2012-04-26
What poltergeist accounts through the ages reveal about our own
worldviews • Provides a wide array of case studies from ancient Greece
and Rome to medieval Europe to the modern world • Explores the
relationship between poltergeists and troubled adolescence • Looks
beneath the Christian adulteration of pagan practices to reveal the
hidden ancestral beliefs tied to poltergeists and haunted houses Stories
of poltergeists and their mischievous and sometimes violent actions-knocking, stone or chair throwing, moving objects with invisible hands,
and slamming or opening doors--are a constant through the ages. What
changes is how we interpret this activity. For our pagan ancestors this
phenomenon was caused by helper spirits whose manifestations revealed
their unhappiness with a household. The medieval Christian church
demonized these once helpful spirits and held exorcisms to expel them
from the houses they haunted--which proved effective less than half the
time. The Age of Enlightenment cast these incidents as clever hoaxes,
and many still believe this today. But poltergeist manifestations continue
to appear and often defy attempts to debunk them as pranks. What then
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is behind this phenomenon? Exploring accounts of poltergeists from
ancient Greece and Rome, medieval Europe, and the modern world,
Claude Lecouteux finds that while our interpretations of poltergeists may
change, the manifestations always follow a similar course and evolution.
He shows how modern scientific studies of poltergeist manifestations
have found a strong tie between these visitations and the presence of a
troubled adolescent in the house. Looking beneath the Christian
adulteration of pagan practices to reveal the hidden ancestral beliefs tied
to poltergeists and haunted houses, the author shows how these unhappy
spirits serve as confirmation of the supernatural beings that share the
earth with us and of our relationship with the natural and unseen world,
a relationship we must take care to keep in balance.
Daughters of Hecate - Kimberly B. Stratton 2014
Interrogating the magic-gender connection / Kimberly B. Stratton -- From
goddess to hag: the Greek and the Roman witch in classical literature /
Barbette Stanley Spaeth -- "The most worthy of women is a mistress of
magic": women as witches and ritual practitioners in I Enoch and
rabbinic sources / Rebecca Lesses -- Gendering heavenly secrets?:
women, angels, and the problem of misogyny and "magic" / Annette
Yoshiko Reed -- Magic, abjection, and gender in Roman literature /
Kimberly B. Stratton -- Magic accusations against women in Tacitus's
Annals / Elizabeth Ann Pollard -- Drunken hags with amulets and
prostitutes with erotic spells: the re-feminization of magic in late antique
Christian homilies / Dayna S. Kelleres -- The bishop, the pope, and the
prophetess: rival ritual experts in third century Cappadocia / Ayşe Tuzlak
-- Living images of the divine: female theurgists in late antiquity / Nicola
Denzley Lewis -- Sorceresses and sorcerers in early Christian tours of
Hell / Kirsti Barrett Copeland -- The social context of women's erotic
magic in antiquity / David Frankfurter -- Cheating women: curse tablets
and Roman wives / Pauline Ripat -- Saffron, spices, and sorceresses:
magic bowls and the Bavli / Yaakov Elman -- Victimology, or: how to deal
with untimely death / Fritz Graf -- A Gospel amulet for Joannia (P. Oxy.
VIII 1151) / Annemarie Luijendijk.
The End of Magic - Ariel Glucklich 1997
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Basing himself in the Indian city of Banaras where magic is a familiar
part of everyday life, Glucklich reviews the major theories that have
explained (or explained away) magic, and offers a new approach towards
defining and understanding magic.
Dictionary of Gypsy Mythology - Claude Lecouteux 2018-07-10
A comprehensive A-to-Z reconstruction of the oral tradition of the Rom-gypsies--based on sources never before available in English • Presents
the origin myths and magical traditions of the gypsies, including their
legendary ties to Egypt, animal ancestors, and tree spirits • Examines
the three major settings of gypsy folktales--the forest, the waters, and the
mountain--and shows how their world is full of spirits • Shows how the
religious concepts of the Rom testify to a profound syncretism of the
pagan traditions and Christianity Although their own myths and their
common name point to Egyptian origins for the gypsies, the Rom, as they
call themselves, originated in India, as evidenced by studies of their
language. They arrived in Europe in the ninth century and spread across
the continent from East to West, reaching England in the 15th century
and Scandinavia by the end of the 16th century. A nomadic people, these
wanderers were reviled by local populaces wherever they went and
regarded as misfits, intruders, foreigners, and thieves. Drawing on a
number of sources never before available outside of Eastern Europe,
Claude Lecouteux reconstructs the gypsy oral tradition to provide a
comprehensive A-to-Z look at gypsy mythology, including their folktales,
rites, songs, nursery rhymes, jokes, and magical traditions. His main
source is material collected by Heinrich Adalbert von Wlislocki
(1856-1907), an ethnologist who lived with gypsies in Romania,
Transylvania, and Hungary in the latter half of the 19th century. He
presents the origin myths of the gypsies, legends which form the
ancestral memory of the gypsy tribes and often closely touch on their
daily life. Lecouteux explores the full range of supernatural beings that
inhabit the gypsy world, including fairies, undines, ogres, giants, dogpeople, and demons, and he examines the three major settings of gypsy
folktales--the forest, the waters, and the mountain, which they worshiped
as a sacred being in its own right. He also reveals how coexisting with
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peoples of different religions led the gypsies to adapt or borrow stories
and figures from these groups, and he shows how the religious concepts
and sacred stories of the Rom testify to a profound syncretism of pagan
traditions and Christianity. Complete with rare illustrations and
information from obscure sources appearing for the first time in English,
this detailed reference work represents an excellent resource for
scholars and those seeking to reconnect to their forgotten gypsy
heritage.
A Lapidary of Sacred Stones - Claude Lecouteux 2012-12-04
A comprehensive dictionary of sacred and magical gem lore that draws
on the rarest source texts of Antiquity and the Middle Ages • Reveals the
healing and magical virtues of familiar gemstones, such as amethyst,
emerald, and diamond, as well as the lore surrounding exotic stones such
as astrios, a stone celebrated by ancient magicians • Examines bezoars
(stones formed in animals’ bodies) and “magnets” that attract materials
other than metal • Based on ancient Arabic, Greek, Jewish, and European
sources, ranging from the observations of Pliny the Elder to extremely
rare texts such as the Picatrix and Damigeron’s Virtue of Stones Our
ancestors believed stones were home to sacred beings of power, entities
that if properly understood and cultivated could provide people
protection from ill fortune, envy, and witchcraft; grant invisibility and
other magical powers; improve memory; and heal the sick from a wide
variety of diseases. These benefits could be obtained by wearing the
stone on a ring, bracelet, or pendant; through massage treatments with
the stone; or by reducing the gem into a powder and drinking it mixed
with water or wine. Drawing from a wealth of ancient Arabic, Greek,
Jewish, and European sources--from the observations of Pliny the Elder
to extremely rare texts such as the Picatrix and Damigeron’s Virtue of
Stones--Claude Lecouteux provides a synthesis of all known lore for more
than 800 stones. He includes such common examples as the emerald,
which when engraved with the figure of a harpy holding a lamprey in its
claws will banish panic and nightmares, and beryl, which when
appropriately carved can summon water spirits or win its owner high
renown, as well as more exotic stones such as astrios, a stone celebrated
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by ancient magicians and whose center glows like a star. Lecouteux also
examines bezoars--stones formed in animals’ bodies--as well as
“magnets” that attract materials other than iron, such as gold, flesh,
cotton, or scorpions. This comprehensive dictionary of sacred and
magical gem lore, drawn from the rarest sources of Antiquity and the
Middle Ages, represents a one-of-a-kind resource for gem enthusiasts
and magical practitioners alike.
Decoding the Enochian Secrets - 2010-12-21
The ultimate source text of Enochian Magic never before available in
book form • Contains the actual and complete Tables of Enoch given to
Dr. John Dee by the Angels • Explains the difference between Dee’s
Tables of Enoch and the apocryphal Book of Enoch • Includes directions
for powerful magic rituals and meditations using these tables • Presents
a reconstruction of the possible 49th missing Table of Enoch Originally
considered a vital part of inspirational literature used by the early
church, the Book of Enoch never made it into the cannon or accepted
books of the Old Testament because of its strange and mysterious
content about Enoch’s experiences in the higher realms, or heavens. The
real Book of Enoch, which is a set of almost 100 mystical tables, was
given again to humankind in the 1580s, when it was conveyed directly by
angels to Dr. John Dee, a 16th-century mathematician, scientist,
occultist, and the astrologer of Queen Elizabeth I. Called “the most
important book ever given to man by God” by Dee’s angelic messengers,
the Book (or Tables) of Enoch is said to hold all the secrets of heaven and
earth and the physical and spiritual realms. Decoding the Enochian
Secrets reproduces for the first time ever the exact and complete copy of
these tables, which are housed in the British Library. The tables are
written in the handwriting of Dr. Dee and Edward Kelly, Dee’s assistant
and scryer. The tables also include the phonetic pronunciations, written
by Dee in the margins, of all the magical Enochian Calls. Covering the
history of this Book or Tables of Enoch, John DeSalvo explains the
difference between these tables and the apocryphal Book of Enoch and
examines how later magicians such as Aleister Crowley used them.
Including Enochian Magic Meditations and rituals, Decoding the
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Enochian Secrets presents the source text to the most powerful form of
magic known to mankind.
Encyclopedia of Norse and Germanic Folklore, Mythology, and Magic Claude Lecouteux 2016-06-16
A thorough reference to the many deities, magical beings, mythical
places, and ancient customs of the Norse and Germanic regions of
Europe • Explores the legends and origins of well-known gods and
figures such as Odin, Thor, Krampus, and the Valkyries, as well as a
broad range of magical beings such as the Elf King, the Lorelei, the
Perchten, dwarves, trolls, and giants • Draws upon a wealth of wellknown and rare sources, such as the Poetic Edda and The Deeds of the
Danes by Saxo Grammaticus • Examines folktales, myths, and magical
beliefs from Germany, Austria, Switzerland, Denmark, Finland, Sweden,
Norway, Iceland, and England The legends of the Norse and Germanic
regions of Europe--spanning from Germany and Austria across
Scandinavia to Iceland and England--include a broad range of mythical
characters and places, from Odin and Thor, to berserkers and Valhalla,
to the Valkyries and Krampus. In this encyclopedia, Claude Lecouteux
explores the origins, connections, and tales behind many gods,
goddesses, magical beings, rituals, folk customs, and mythical places of
Norse and Germanic tradition. More than a reference to the Aesir and
the Vanir pantheons, this encyclopedia draws upon a wealth of wellknown and rare sources, such as the Poetic Edda, the Saga of Ynglingar
by Snorri Sturluson, and The Deeds of the Danes by Saxo Grammaticus.
Beyond the famous and infamous Norse gods and goddesses, Lecouteux
also provides information on lesser-known figures from ancient Germanic
pagan tradition such as the Elf King, the Lorelei, the Perchten, land
spirits, fairies, dwarves, trolls, goblins, bogeymen, giants, and many
other beings who roam the wild, as well as lengthy articles on wellknown figures and events such as Siegfried (Sigurd in Norse) and
Ragnarök. The author describes the worship of the elements and trees,
details many magical rituals, and shares wild folktales from ancient
Europe, such as the strange adventure of Peter Schlemihl and the tale of
the Cursed Huntsman. He also dispels the false beliefs that have arisen
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from the Nazi hijacking of Germanic mythology and from its longtime
suppression by Christianity. Complete with rare illustrations and
information from obscure sources appearing for the first time in English,
this detailed reference work represents an excellent resource for
scholars and those seeking to reconnect to their pagan pasts and restore
the old religion.
Once Upon a Word - Jess Zafarris 2020-02-25
Where do words come from?--Learning new words by understanding
their stories The English language is made up of words from different
places, events, and periods of time. Each of those words has an exciting
story to tell us about where, when, how, and why they came about. Once
Upon a Word is packed with easy-to-understand definitions and awesome
word-origin stories. With this dictionary for kids, you can understand the
history and meaning of English words, improve your vocabulary and
spelling, and learn to play with language. Explore how weird words like
gnome, fun words like zombie, and common words like caterpillar came
to exist. Discover why some words sound funnier than others (like cackle,
sizzle, and twang) and why some groups of words start with the same
few letters (like hydrate, hydrogen, and fire hydrant). In this dictionary
for kids, there's a whole world of English words to uncover! This unique
dictionary for kids includes: Roots & branches--Learn about the building
blocks that make up words, called roots, prefixes, and suffixes. Kidfriendly definitions--Look up definitions designed for your reading level
in this dictionary for kids. Word snack--Find out where your favorite food
words got their start, from bacon to marshmallow, spaghetti, yogurt, and
beyond. See how the English language evolved--from its beginnings to
today--with this colorful dictionary for kids.
The Lost Words - 2022-05
The Lost Words by composer James Burton takes its inspiration and text
from the award-winning 'cultural phenomenon' and book of the same
name by Robert Macfarlane and Jackie Morris: a book that was, in turn, a
creative response to the removal of everyday nature words like acorn,
newt and otter from a new edition of a widely used children's dictionary.
Both the book and Burton's 32-minute work, which is written in 12 short
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movements for upper-voice choir in up to 3 voice parts (with either
orchestral or piano accompaniment), celebrates each lost word with a
beautiful poem or 'spell', magically brought to life in Burton's music. At
its heart, the work delivers a powerful message about the need to close
the gap between childhood and the natural world. Burton's piece was cocommissioned by the Hallé Concerts Society for the Hallé Children's
Choir and the Boston Symphony Orchestra. The piano accompaniment
version was premiered at the Tanglewood Festival in 2019 by the Boston
Symphony Children's Choir, of which Burton is founder and director. The
Hallé Children's Choir will premiere the orchestral version of the full
work in Manchester, UK, post-pandemic. Vocal Score Co-commission by
Boston Symphony and Hallé Concerts Society for their respective
Children's Choirs. Two versions - with orchestral or with piano
accompaniment. The vocal score is the same for both versions. James
Burton is a composer but also a conductor. He is conductor of the
Tanglewood Festival Chorus and choral director of the Boston
Symphony. The book The Lost Words, exquisitely designed, has won
multiple awards and is an international best-seller. The vocal score
includes Jackie Morris's beautiful imagery in its cover design.
Magic Words - Craig Conley 2008-10-01
Magic Words: A Dictionary is a oneofakind resource for armchair
linguists, popculture enthusiasts, Pagans, Wiccans, magicians, and trivia
nuts alike. Brimming with the most intriguing magic words and phrases
from around the world and illustrated throughout with magical symbols
and icons, Magic Words is a dictionary like no other. More than
sevenhundred essay style entries describe the origins of magical words
as well as historical and popular variations and fascinating trivia. With
sources ranging from ancient Medieval alchemists to modern stage
magicians, necromancers, and wizards of legend to miracle workers
throughout time, Magic Words is a must have for any scholar of magic,
language, history, and culture.
The Crone's Book of Charms & Spells - Valerie Worth 1998
This work offers practical directions for carrying out numerous spells,
charms, recipes and rituals. It teaches how to concoct herb brews for
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mental vigour and to strengthen passion as well as how to inscribe
talismans and amulets to gain welath, happiness or relief from pain.
The Spell of the Sensuous - David Abram 2012-10-17
Winner of the International Lannan Literary Award for Nonfiction Animal
tracks, word magic, the speech of stones, the power of letters, and the
taste of the wind all figure prominently in this intellectual tour de force
that returns us to our senses and to the sensuous terrain that sustains
us. This major work of ecological philosophy startles the senses out of
habitual ways of perception. For a thousand generations, human beings
viewed themselves as part of the wider community of nature, and they
carried on active relationships not only with other people with other
animals, plants, and natural objects (including mountains, rivers, winds,
and weather patters) that we have only lately come to think of as
"inanimate." How, then, did humans come to sever their ancient
reciprocity with the natural world? What will it take for us to recover a
sustaining relation with the breathing earth? In The Spell of the
Sensuous David Abram draws on sources as diverse as the philosophy of
Merleau-Ponty, Balinese shamanism, Apache storytelling, and his own
experience as an accomplished sleight-of-hand of magician to reveal the
subtle dependence of human cognition on the natural environment. He
explores the character of perception and excavates the sensual
foundations of language, which--even at its most abstract--echoes the
calls and cries of the earth. On every page of this lyrical work, Abram
weaves his arguments with a passion, a precision, and an intellectual
daring that recall such writers as Loren Eisleley, Annie Dillard, and
Barry Lopez.
The High Magic of Talismans and Amulets - Claude Lecouteux
2014-05-14
A comprehensive study of the use of talismans and amulets in the
Western Mystery Tradition • Provides an in-depth look at the medieval
and Renaissance use of amulets and talismans, including the work of
Agrippa, Albertus Magnus, and Athanasius Kircher • Provides a full
summary of the magical knowledge required to make an amulet or
talisman, including the invocations required to activate their powers •
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Reviews different kinds of amulets and talismans, from ancient jewelry
and magical objects to the modern rabbit’s foot or lucky horseshoe The
use of talismans and amulets stretches back nearly to the dawn of man,
from everyday items magically prepared, such as horns or coins, to
intricate and beautiful jewelry imbued with protective powers. Drawing
on his private collection of medieval manuscripts as well as his privileged
access to the rare book archives of major European universities, Claude
Lecouteux provides a comprehensive history of the use of talismans and
amulets for protection, healing, and divine influence. He explores their
use in the Western Mystery Tradition as well as Eastern and Middle
Eastern beliefs about these magical objects and their incorporation-despite Church anathema--into the Christian tradition of Medieval
Europe. Reviewing many different kinds of amulets and talismans used
throughout the ages, such as a rabbit’s foot, horseshoe, gris-gris bag, or
an inscribed parchment charged through ritual, he details the principles
and symbology behind each object and shows that their use is still as
widespread today as any time in the past. Lecouteux explains the high
magic behind the hermetic art of crafting amulets and talismans: the
chains of sympathy, astrological geography, and the invocations required
to activate their powers. He explores the work of adepts such as Agrippa,
Albertus Magnus, and Athanasius Kircher, including an in-depth look at
Kircher’s work on planetary seals in his Oedipus Aegyptiacus. Illustrated
throughout with period art depicting magical symbols, seals, and a wide
array of talismans and amulets, this comprehensive study provides a
practical guide to the historical development and step-by-step creation of
magical objects.
The Werewolf in the Ancient World - Daniel Ogden 2021-01-07
In a moonlit graveyard somewhere in southern Italy, a soldier removes
his clothes in readiness to transform himself into a wolf. He depends
upon the clothes to recover his human shape, and so he magically turns
them to stone, but his secret is revealed when, back in human form, he is
seen to carry a wound identical to that recently dealt to a marauding
wolf. In Arcadia a man named Damarchus accidentally tastes the flesh of
a human sacrifice and is transformed into a wolf for nine years. At
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Temesa Polites is stoned to death for raping a local girl, only to return to
terrorize the people of the city in the form of a demon in a wolfskin. Tales
of the werewolf are by now well established as a rich sub-strand of the
popular horror genre; less widely known is just how far back in time their
provenance lies. These are just some of the werewolf tales that survive
from the Graeco-Roman world, and this is the first book in any language
to be devoted to their study. It shows how in antiquity werewolves
thrived in a story-world shared by witches, ghosts, demons, and soulflyers, and argues for the primary role of story-telling-as opposed to rites
of passage-in the ancient world's general conceptualization of the
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werewolf. It also seeks to demonstrate how the comparison of equally
intriguing medieval tales can be used to fill in gaps in our knowledge of
werewolf stories in the ancient world, thereby shedding new light on the
origins of the modern phenomenon. All ancient texts bearing upon the
subject have been integrated into the discussion in new English
translations, so that the book provides not only an accessible overview
for a broad readership of all levels of familiarity with ancient languages,
but also a comprehensive sourcebook for the ancient werewolf for the
purposes of research and study.
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